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May human beings hear it! 

 

Dear friends, an Initiative group of the 
Organizing Committee of Christmas 
Meeting appeals to all anthroposophists 
and people of good will who feel their 
involvement in service to Michael and 
Christ! 

 

In connection with the Archangelic cycle 
of the Christmas Meeting, a “window of 
opportunity” has opened for all cultured 
humanity.  It consists of the fact that now, 
after a long time, a call is coming back from 
spiritual world, which already sounded 
three times to mankind: in 1875, when the 
Theosophical Society was founded, in 
1911, when the "Society for the 
Theosophical Method and Art" was to be 
founded, and in 1923, when the "Voice 
from the Spiritual Land" sounded during 
the Christmas Meeting. Maria Steiner 
testified that Rudolf Steiner said, “such a call occurs, as a rule, three times. If it remains 
unheard a third time, then for a long time it retracts into the spiritual world” (GA 264, p. 
424). The essence of the call is always an appeal to humanity to do something, this call 
sounded three times with the opportunity for humanity to take over the creation of the 
world and become the tenth hierarchy of freedom and love. 

 

The question is, will anthroposophists now be able to hear the returning call from the 
spiritual world and accept it with dignity for the benefit of all mankind? 

 

In order to answer this question, which, for sure, many people have asked themselves, it 
is necessary to understand whether there are chances today, after a hundred years, to 



resurrect the Anthroposophical Society of the Christmas Gathering and to realize in it all 
those impulses that came along with the triple call from the spiritual world. 

 

As soon as this question shines in the mind, then it will be heard how it sounds today, 
how it brightly pierces the heart with its sound, and calls to the future. 

 

There are chances! So, one can state clearly and categorically, so long as there is someone 
to take them and implement them. Even more can be said. If these chances are not taken, 
then the whole of humanity will be immersed in the Third World War, the manifestations 
of which can now be observed in the Slavic lands. 

  

The passive experience by humanity of the impact of the two horsemen of the apocalypse 
- pandemic and war - will inevitably lead to the next two, which are approaching at great 
speed - hunger and technological singularity. If those who are called for it do not take 
over the creation of a new world from the hands of Spiritual forces, then from the Spiritual 
world with great power, bowls of wrath will be poured out and foolish humanity will be 
swallowed up, bringing everything to a full reboot. 

 

If we are awakened by the impending black scenario, then we can ask with a clear mind: 
how can we return the lost century? What new opportunities are opening up for us, 
despite all of ups and downs of the lost 20th century? 

 

These new opportunities came with new impulses that went unnoticed in the 20th 
century, and some were even intercepted by dark forces, as we know: "a holy place is 
never empty." 

The new impulses that were given from the spiritual world and that Rudolf Steiner 
alerted us to correspond to three centenary cycles: 

1. The arrival of Vulcan beings of a dual nature - associated with the centenary cycle of 
the battle of Michael in 1979. 

2. The arrival of the second impulse of anthroposophy - methodosophy, which is 
associated with the centenary of the end of Kali Yuga in 1999. 

3. The third impulse is that of the Christmas Gathering, whose centenary falls on 2023.  
This is an opportunity to update and to re-lay the Foundation Stone, thanks to the 
acceptance of the first two impulses, and with this force to renew the New Mysteries in 
the 21st century, especially in relation to the Anthroposophical Society itself. 

 

And now we can describe in more detail what the essence of these three impulses is and 
how they can be realized in our time. 

 

On the arrival of Vulcan beings, Rudolf Steiner in his lectures "Prospects for the 
development of mankind" (GA 204) writes: "Since the end of the 80s of the 19th century, 
superterrestrial (überirdische) beings have been wanting to enter earthly existence. Just 
as the Vulcan people were the last to descend to Earth, so now the Vulcan beings are really 
entering into earthly existence. We already have superterrestrial beings in earthly 
existence. And to this circumstance, to the fact that superterrestrial beings bring 



messages into this earthly existence, to this circumstance we are indebted that we can 
generally have a connected spiritual science.” 

 

 

And he also warned what would happen if these Vulcan beings were not accepted by 
people in the right way: «Yes, the beings that I spoke about will gradually fill the Earth - 
Vulcan beings, Vulcan superpeople, Venus superpeople, Mercury superpeople, Sun 
superpeople and so on, they will connect with earthly existence. But if people continue to 
oppose them, earthly existence will plunge into chaos in the course of the next millennia. 
Earthly people, after all, will be able to develop their intellect further automatically; it can 
also be developed in barbarians; but the whole of humanity will not be involved in this 
intellect, and people will not have any connection with those beings who aspire to earthly 
existence.” 

 

Today we can observe the dual nature of Vulcan beings: 

the first is the technologies of thinking and activity, the second are computer programs. 

Both of these streams came during the 20th century, but especially at the end of the 20th 
century on the centenary of the battle of Archangel Michael, and since they were not 
consciously accepted Artificial Intelligence (AI) began to take over from humanity. 

 

The technologies of thinking came through the stream of methodology back in the 50s of 
the 20th century. They could have served for the benefit of humanity, if after the 
departure of the carrier of the impulse into the spiritual world, they would not have been 
sold to transnational companies and political parties.  AI appeared in 1979 in the form of 
the first personal computer as an assistant to mankind, and this would have been so if the 
first kind of Vulcan beings, which corresponded to the development of living human 
thinking, had not been captured.  Then thanks to that it would have been possible to 
accept Vulcan beings of the second kind and then they would have served man, and not 
led humanity on a deadly line - to technological singularity. 

This can be designated as the first factor of that new saving impulse, which should enter 
with special force into the centenary cycle of the Christmas Meeting, namely: the 
conscious acceptance of Vulcan beings of a dual nature, human intelligence and AI. 

 

The Emergence of the Second Impulse of Anthroposophy began with the advent of the 
time of light since 1899, when it became possible to fully interact with the spiritual world, 
who wanted to be expressed through the creation in 1911 of the "Society for the 
Theosophical Method and Art", which was to come under the direct leadership of 
Christian Rosencreutz, the leading Master of our era. 

 

Anthroposophy had to come to its culmination by the end of the 20th century, and this 
was possible only under the condition of a meeting of Platonists and Aristotelians. This 
did not happen, as we see now, on the physical-sensory plane, since the second impulse 
of Anthroposophy was not accepted, which was that methodologists would accept 
anthroposophy, and anthroposophists would accept methodology, and the souls of 
people would be fertilized by these new spiritual beings. Then people would be able to 
experience each other's uniqueness and difference and reach out for cooperation, or in 



other words, build a creative communication that would lead to cooperation of both 
people and spiritual forces, which would bring Anthroposophy to its culmination. 

 

Again, it is not too late to do this now, given all the experience of mistakes, and 
transubstantiate them into a great good. 

The new impulse of anthroposophy can be identified as a joint act of gods and people, 
which we would experience in methodosophy. 

The third impulse - the impulse of the Christmas Gathering is streaming in with bright 
light to meet us, if only we have time to fully perceive it. In order to accept it, we will need 
all the power of previous impulses, since we will face the task of returning the statutes of 
the Christmas Meeting to the Anthroposophical Society, which is possible provided that 
we understand the reasons that led to the fiery death of the first Goetheanum, as well as 
to the premature crossing of the Threshold of the spiritual world by Rudolf Steiner. 

 

The status of the Christmas Gathering presupposes the complete restoration of 
connection with the Anthroposophical movement and the formation of the 
Anthroposophical Society as an esoteric society - a society of the spirit itself, which can 
become the necessary body for the incarnation of the living being of Anthropos-Sophia. 
Which, in turn, will make it possible to perceive the New Mysteries and the renewed 
substance of the Foundation Stone. 

 

All this is also impossible without the new impulses of Vidar, who, since the transition of 
Archangel Michael to the rank of Archai, has taken his place.  Being a silent Áss (god) - he 
gained a special ability to hear.  Thanks to this, he, as the vanguard of Archangel Michael, 
leads those elemental spirits who heard the call during the Christmas meeting about the 
Turn of Times.  This means that the reverse flow of time to the spiritual world has begun, 
which on the physical plane corresponds to the beginning of dematerialization. 

 

Thus, it can be said that Archangel Vidar became the ruler of the new time, which means 
that after the Turn of Times, which was announced at the Christmas meeting, the 
substance of time acquired its plasticity and now the “past” is not so frozen and reinforced 
as concrete, and the “ future” - can now depend more on the human. 

 

Also, Archangel Vidar, who experienced a shift in the spiritual world from being an Angel 
before, now has the opportunity to introduce vulcanic beings into the army of Michael 
and, in addition to managing time, also build a three-membered social organism, through 
the appearance of its special supernova 4th member, which is the virtual space. Which 
reveals the main secret of the entire earthly evolution, which Rudolf Steiner expressed as 
follows: "Turn the trinity into the four" (GA 121). 

 

Having on hand such spiritual methods and technologies of the second impulse of 
anthroposophy, Anthroposophists from all over the world can unite for the resurrection 
of the Anthroposophical Society of the Christmas Gathering, which can be held at the 
Christmas Conference in 2023. The renewed substance of the Foundation Stone can be 
used to create a community of free individuals, which, according to its vocation, will 



organize the Anthroposophical Society and all anthroposophical initiatives, and from its 
own free will bring Anthroposophy to its climax in the next 30 years. 

 

P.S Yes, and now about the most important thing! What can prevent us from 
accomplishing this great mystery - the Resurrection of the Anthroposophical Society of 
the Christmas Meeting? 

The answer immediately comes to everyone's mind - of course, the Jesuits and Masons, 
who prevented all this from being realized a hundred years ago. I'm afraid to disappoint 
you, dear friends, but this is a misconception of today's "inveterate enemy" of 
Anthroposophy. 

This "enemy" is already retreating, because it understands that it will be buried under the 
tombstone along with all of humanity, but the real ENEMY is so close to us that we do not 
notice it - this is our desire to live in comfort, to be in Luciferic ecstasy, reading 
anthroposophy at leisure, increasing one's ego, enjoying pointless discussions and gossip 
on Ahriman's field, creating the illusion of anthroposophy's advancement into the world. 

 

If each of us, even for a minute, can stand before Rudolf Steiner and experience his gaze 
as the gaze of the world's conscience, then everything false, double, Jesuit in us will 
immediately fall away and the light of youth and enthusiasm will shine in our souls and 
the desire to carry Anthroposophy into the world with all our being will emerge! May the 
light of the Foundation Stone enter our hearts and shine again as the dodecahedral stone 
of love, which will melt all karmic outbursts and give us clarity, courage and strength in 
realizing the Highest goals of the Gods! 

 

With great hope 

 Initiative group of the Organizing committee of the Christmas Meeting 

 

Please ask your questions by mail conference.circle12@gmail.com  

 

Phone:   

English  Richard Cooper   +41767268763 (Telegram) 

English  Jonathan Townsend   +39 3319849920 (Telegram, WhatsApp) 

Ukrainian  Olena Ostapko  +380 98 8375138 (Viber, Telegram) 

Ukrainian  Natalia Korsak  +380 67 9803607 

Russian  Gulya Mikhailova +7 999 4520919 (Telegram) 

Bulgarian   Olga Shishkova   +359 887 890025 (Viber, WhatsApp, Telegram) 

  

We are in social networks: 

Youtube:  https://www.youtube.com/@EsotericYouthCircle  



Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/FinanceSpiritualization  

 https://www.facebook.com/groups/750249959125401 
(Anthroposophicum) 

 

 

We work on the principles of the associative economy and donation, please consider 
donating to our initiative. All monetary gifts help us develop the initiative in the future, 
help in the publication of materials, as well as in the organization of future events. Your 
gift in any amount is greatly appreciated by all those who donate their time and energy 
to this initiative. 

 

Requisites for payments 
from Ukraine 

 

5457 0822 2502 8245 

Bulatova Anastasiia  

 

Requisites for payments from other countries 

 

IBAN: BG05STSA93000028989808 

Currency: EUR 

DSK BANK, Moskovska Street, 19, Sofia, 1040, Bulgaria 

BIC: STSABGSF 

Customer name: OLGA AFANASIEVNA SHISHKOVA 

Permanent address: BULGARIA, SOFIYA, UL.PROF. 
DZHOVANI GORINI 16 ET.5 AP.4 

 


